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What do Paul Newman, Clint Eastwood, Steve McQueen, 
Toshiro Mifune, Elvis Presley and Pelé have in common? 
If you answered they’re all actors – even Pelé appeared 
in the fictional movie of his own life – you’d be right. 

But a better fit might just be they are all singular style 
icons – and the one enduring item of clothing that ties 
them together is the polo shirt.

If ever there was a match made in heaven, the one 
between these men and this staple of smart casual 
wear is it. And there’s no doubt they made the polo 
shirt cool. Without them it may never have left the 
tennis court, the sport for which it was first created in 
the 1920s by French tennis ace René Lacoste. Seeking 
an alternative to the long-sleeve tennis whites of 
the day and inspired by a polo-playing friend with 
a similar shirt, Lacoste designed a short-sleeve, 
textured-cotton top with a button-down collar, added 
a crocodile logo (his nickname was “Le Crocodile”) 
and after wearing it at the US Open Tennis tournament 
in 1926, the modern day polo shirt was born.

Championed not just by Lacoste but also Polo Ralph 
Lauren and Fred Perry, the polo is a unanimous 
crossover sportswear winner that will never go out of 
style. Look to the legends as to how to wear it. One of 
the first to adopt the polo shirt was Elvis. Back in the 
1950s, before The King sported rhinestone jumpsuits 
and gold-rimmed sunglasses, Presley was a teen 
heartthrob, a star not just for his silky voice and rock 
‘n’ roll hits, but also for those classic romantic and 
rebellious black-and-white movies that brought him 

from America to international stardom. And that was 
when he gave the polo shirt a Hollywood dimension – 
colored or striped, collar rolled up, Elvis made the polo 
shirt the sports top you wanted to wear to the drive-in 
with the girl next door. 

Then there’s Pelé. Arguably the world’s greatest 
football player, he had style on and off the pitch. During 
his playing career, Pelé’s attacking flair and that of his 
teammates awed the world. Off the pitch he could rock 
a piqué cotton polo shirt like nobody’s business – at 
once making it look laid-back, worn alone or with a 
jacket, with the feeling he could drop a few ball tricks 
at any moment. 

While the 1970s and 1980s saw toweling polos and 
polos worn tight with flared pants, the 1960s was when 
the shirt first came into its own. And that’s down to 
movie royalty. Japan’s leading actor of the age, Toshiro 
Mifune, favored by legendary director Akira Kurosawa, 
was a fan. He was the Clint Eastwood of Japan – in 
fact maybe he picked up the polo shirt trend from 
Eastwood himself during the actor’s 1960s heyday. The 
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crisp white polo shirt and slacks was one of 
Mifune’s wardrobe go-tos.

Very few manage to carry off that elusive 
quality of ineffable cool like Eastwood 
and his contemporary American screen 
idols Paul Newman and Steve McQueen. 
McQueen was a man who could make 
any item of clothing ooze understated 
cool, from a short-sleeve sweatshirt and 
chinos in The great Escape (1963) to that 
famous navy roll neck in Bullitt (1968). All-
American, blue-eyed Newman could pull 
off an unbuttoned polo shirt alongside a 
gold chain and a tan with aplomb. 

Lacoste couldn’t have possibly predicted 
back in the 1920s that his unassuming 
tennis shirt would have such an enduring 
impact on fashion. It’s in no small part 
down to these style icons that it does. 
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